Nudgee Beach Mud Run 19th January 2015
Hares Verbal and Floater
For those who did not read the 2014 Mud Run Report a link to it is given below at the end
of this report. The numbers were down on last year. Was it weather forecasts or are we
becoming "sissy"?
This scribe was a walker, however with the aid of one of the few runners Tinkerbell, some
run information is incorporated in the report. The walk was a wander through the
mangroves and fairly soon back to the start venue. Optus, Mortein, Layup and Barebum
added further to the walk more towards the waste refuse dump area and completed a loop
back along the sea shore. On return, all the other BHH walkers were already into the Hash
beer. That was Anchovy, Shitbags, Bullrushes, Zit, Dolebludger and anyone else scribe
cannot remember.
The Brisbane Hash House Harriers runners were only four, Craft, Royal Screw, Tinkerbell
and Bugs. Irish decided to change to the walkers after 100m.
The runners set off west up Nudgee Beach, before crossing the boardwalk, and swimming
over Nudgee Creek at its mouth. The water was fairly shallow exempt for the last section,
which had the tide coming in with a strong current. Irish Joke pulled the pin around here,
and was seen joining the Runners with Layup and Barebum. Then it was through some
mangroves, wading through dead lake, and up a track heading north-west towards Nundah
Creek.
Ned, Shake It and Tinkerbell led the way, followed by Bugs, then a gap back to eight other
runners that included Craft, Royal Screw and Lickaclit. Royal Screw was complaining that
the duct tape which Tinkerbell had used to re-attach the soles to his old runners hadn’t
worked, and they’d fallen off somewhere in the mud.
Fortunately the rest of his old Asics stayed together & he was able to continue. There was
some good mud here, to slip & slid across. Near Nundah Creek, the ankle deep water was
full of stranded blue jellyfish, that the runners dodged. After a second re-group and
Tinkerbell’s rendition of “Stand On Your Head, Fall Through Yer Arse”, the runners straggled
back south-east through mangrove swamps between Nundah & Nudgee Creeks, before
swimming across Nudgee Creek to the end of O’Quinn Street and running “On Home” in the
fading light.
The On-On was kindly managed by Brisbane Northside Nash House Harriers under the
guidance of their Grandmaster Ned and the ever present Fakarwee. For $10.00 for two
beers, a feed of sausages, onions bread and accompanying salad the catering was well
organised.
There was representation for Thirsty Hash, Northside, Half Way and Bayside. Very few
Brisbane Hash House Harriers. Was this because Radar was not involved in the
organisation?

Bite and Suck talked about the on-going court case for Hardcock and Sheath, she indicated
donations for financial assistance would be appreciated. So far Half Way has raised
$1,000.00.
Royal Screw took the floor as Hash Monk and after a long winded diatribe about Anchovy
organising a Hash tour to Tasmania in minute detail, revealed that he had forgotten to book
the airflights, thus bringing to an end the tour. Anchovy was the SOW.

Run 9/10
On on 8/10
Food 8/10
On-On Layup
LAST YEARS MUD RUN
http://www.brisbaneh3.com/Run_Reports/2014%20run%20reports/Run%202292.pdf

